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Abstract
Background: Accurate projection of implanted subdural electrode contacts in presurgical
evaluation of pharmacoresistant epilepsy cases by invasive EEG is highly relevant. Linear fusion
of CT and MRI images may display the contacts in the wrong position due to brain shift effects.
Objective: A retrospective study in five patients with pharmacoresistant epilepsy was performed
to evaluate whether an elastic image fusion algorithm can provide a more accurate projection of
the electrode contacts on the pre-implantation MRI as compared to linear fusion.

D

Methods: An automated elastic image fusion algorithm (AEF), a guided elastic image fusion
algorithm (GEF), and a standard linear fusion algorithm (LF) were used on preoperative MRI

TE

and post-implantation CT scans. Vertical correction of virtual contact positions, total virtual
contact shift, corrections of midline shift and brain shifts due to pneumencephalus were
measured.

Results: Both AEF and GEF worked well with all 5 cases. An average midline shift of 1.7mm

EP

(SD 1.25) was corrected to 0.4mm (SD 0.8) after AEF and to 0.0mm (SD 0) after GEF. Median
virtual distances between contacts and cortical surface were corrected by a significant amount,
from 2.3mm after LF to 0.0mm after AEF and GEF (p<.001). Mean total relative corrections of
3.1 mm (SD 1.85) after AEF and 3.0mm (SD 1.77) after GEF were achieved. The tested version
of GEF did not achieve a satisfying virtual correction of pneumencephalus.
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Conclusion: The technique provided a clear improvement in fusion of pre- and post-implantation
scans, although the accuracy is difficult to evaluate.

Running Title: Elastic Fusion in Invasive Recording
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Keywords: EEG, elastic image fusion, epilepsy, invasive recording
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INTRODUCTION

In pharmacoresistant epilepsy cases, the decision to perform invasive investigation using
intracranial electroencephalography (EEG) electrodes in order to localize the epileptogenic locus
is often one of the last diagnostic options. In such cases, patients and physicians are driven by the
hope of identifying a region of the brain whose resection might lead to significantly improved
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seizure control or even complete seizure freedom and increased quality of life. There are
currently several accepted surgical methods to place electrode contacts on the brain surface to

TE

identify such regions.

The first method involves performing an extensive craniotomy and positioning a multi-contact
grid on the cortex.1 The second but less invasive method involves stereotactic implantation of

EP

multiple electrodes inside the brain through a series of trepanations, called stereo-EEG.2,3 The
third and least invasive method is the implantation of 4 to 10 contact strip-electrodes on the
cortex through a small number (at least one per side) of limited trepanations.4 After electrode
implantation, the direct positioning of the contacts on the cortex allows EEG recording with
excellent signal-to-noise ratios and minimal muscle artifacts over several days, and leads to a
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much better delineation of the epileptogenic zone as compared to extracranially recorded EEG.5
These EEG data can then be used for planning a potentially curative resective surgery, with the
aim to achieve freedom from seizures.

All techniques enable exact localization of the contact position on the cortex, which is crucial for
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interpretation of the EEG signals. However, an imaging technology that allows visualization of
metal electrode contacts and brain tissue simultaneously would be preferable. Unfortunately,
MRI can cause tissue damage due to energy transfer into heat.5 Furthermore, the contacts cause
artifacts in most imaging sequences that are far more intensive than the signal of the contacts
themselves. On the other hand, in a CT scan the contacts can be visualized easily and even
without image distortion, but due to artifacts around the contacts and inferior quality of softtissue contrast, localization of the contacts in relation to the brain surface is also difficult.6
Combination of both techniques using image fusion of preoperatively acquired MRI with
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postoperative CT scans is common and provides the required spatial information, but is
susceptible to the effects of brain shift. Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) loss during electrode
implantation and air trapped subdurally may cause a considerable dislocation of cortical
structures.7,8 A linear image fusion, allowing only translations, rotations, scaling and skewness to
align two image datasets, might localize the contacts in the wrong position.9,10 Elastic image
fusion algorithms are a relatively new development and are not yet standard in commercial
software used in neurosurgery. In addition to linear translations they allow local modifications of
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the image datasets to achieve a better alignment. They may be helpful for solving this problem as
they theoretically can compensate for these brain shift effects and enable visualization of the

TE

actual contact positions on the gyri. To analyze the preliminary results of such an innovative
approach, a retrospective study in five patients with pharmacoresistant epilepsy was performed
to evaluate whether an elastic image fusion algorithm can provide a more accurate projection of

METHODS

Patients

EP

the electrode contacts on the pre-implantation MRI than simple elastic fusion.

Twenty-three patients (6 males, 17 females) suffering from pharmacoresistant epilepsy
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underwent an invasive recording phase between January and December 2011 at the Bern
University Hospital (Inselspital). All patients had previously undergone a non-invasive recording
phase, but the epileptogenic brain areas could not be as precisely localized as required to directly
proceed to resective surgery.

Application of the elastic image fusion required a complete imaging dataset, which is described
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in detail below. A subgroup of five patients, two males and three females, with an average age of
19 years (SD 2.9), ultimately fulfilled these requirements.

Pre- and postoperative neuroimaging
For the stereotactic implantation of additional hippocampal depth electrodes11 all patients
received pre- and postoperative CT scans. Preoperatively, the patients underwent a T2 MRI scan
(T2 weighted spin echo sequence: TR=2200 ms, S=1 mm (gap 0), FOV=256 mm, matrix=
256×256 on a 3 T Magnetom Verio MR system, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) and a
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native CT scan (tube current = 180 mA, kvp = 120 kV, standard kernel, slice thickness 1 mm
(supratentorial/infratentorial), and FOV = 220 mm on a GE Lightspeed 8-row detector scanner,
GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, USA). Postoperatively (day of surgery) all patients
received an additional native CT scan as described above.

Electrode implantation technique
To reduce morbidity and to allow maximal coverage of the brain surface we implanted multiple
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4 to 6-contact strip electrodes in a star-like manner from frontal and frontotemporal regions via
14-mm-trepanations. To minimize the risk of infection the patient’s head was shaved and iv
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antibiotics were given perioperatively. The ideal positions of the trepanations were localized
using a neuronavigation system (VectorVision2, BrainLab, Feldkirchen, Germany). Under
general anesthesia, trepanation was performed and the dura was opened. Four to eight contact
strip electrodes (Ad-Tech medical instrument corporation, Racine, USA) were implanted under
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neuronavigation and fluoroscopic guidance (Table 1). Depending on the clinical presentation of
the patient, one burr hole was placed uni- or bilaterally over the Sylvian fissure with 3 to 4 strips
going around the temporal lobe and 2 to 4 strips covering the frontal and frontoparietal lobes. To
reduce CSF loss, the trepanation was sealed using fibrin glue after implantation of the final
electrode. The cables were subcutaneously tunneled and externalized through the skin at least 4
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cm distant from the trepanation site to reduce infection. Postoperatively, the position of the
electrode contacts and absence of potential subdural hematomas were confirmed on a native CT
scan.

Image co-registration

A

The most common method used for co-registration of two image datasets is the so-called mutual
information (MI) method. It originates from the information theory and measures the statistical
dependency between two datasets and was shown to perform well in co-registration of CT and
MRI.12,13 In linear co-registration the alignment of the two datasets is achieved by translation,
rotation, scaling and skewness, each along three degrees of freedom (DOF), adding up to 12
DOF altogether. Elastic co-registration should be able to, in addition to the linear translation,
apply changes only locally and thus deliver more precise results, especially when the image
acquisition time is different or even when pre- and postoperative datasets are to be fused.
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Linear image fusion
All image fusions were performed using a pre-release version provided by Brainlab iPlan
(Brainlab, Feldkirchen, Germany). The algorithm for linear image fusion (LF) applies 12 DOF
and is identical with that included in the commercial software version iPlan 3.0. The region of
interest is automatically defined and covers the entire skull of the patient. In all fusion
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procedures the postoperative CT scan was fused onto the preoperative MRI scan.

Elastic image fusion

TE

The elastic image fusion was performed using two different versions of the elastic fusion
algorithm. The first one, referred to as automated elastic fusion (AEF), tries to find a
corresponding position in the first dataset for each structure in the second. The algorithm runs
fully automated.
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The second one, referred to as guided elastic fusion (GEF), allows manual definition of
corresponding structures in both images; during the automated fusion process, these manuallydefined structures may have no counterpart in the other dataset. Examples for such structures
would be tumors in pre- and postoperative images or intracranial air, which are not present in
preoperative images. In the present study we segmented intracranial air for GEF.
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Both algorithms allow deformation of an underlying grid in three dimensions to achieve an
optimal fit of the anatomical structures. Figure 1 shows a deformation map indicating direction
and intensity of deformation for each position of the grid. Just like in the linear fusion processes,
the postoperative CT scans were elastically fused onto the preoperative MRI.

A

Assessment of the effect of elastic image fusion on virtual brain shift
CSF loss and resulting pneumocephalus often lead to a lateral shift of the midline to the
contralateral side. Therefore, as the most straightforward parameter, the lateralization of the
midline at the level of the foramen of Monroe was measured in millimeters both after linear and
after elastic image fusion using the two different software versions, AEF and GEF.
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Second, the size of frontally trapped subdural air was judged in the postoperative CT after linear
and after elastic image fusion. The maximum thickness in an axial slice and the volume of
trapped air were measured.

After linear image fusion the electrode contacts on CT are sometimes virtually projected inside
the cortex or even subcortically. An optimal fusion should enable visualization of the electrode
contacts correctly on the cortical surface and should compensate for brain shift effects. To
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examine the ability of both elastic fusion algorithms (AEF and GEF) to achieve this, we
measured the distances of the virtual contacts’ positions and the brain surface, and compared the

TE

results with the position of the contacts after linear image fusion. The distances are given in
millimeters and measured separately in the frontal, parietal and temporal regions. Furthermore,
the shortest distance between electrode contacts after linear and elastic image fusion were

Statistics and ethics

EP

measured to judge the dimension of the elastic fusion’s effect.

All patient data were anonymized before import into the iPlan software. The local ethics
committee approved this retrospective analysis. Statistical analyses included Welch two-sample
t-test and Wilcoxon non-parametric test using “R” statistics programming language.14 A p-value
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of less than .05 was considered significant. All values were not normally distributed (ShapiroWilk Normality test).

RESULTS

Midline shift correction

A

Correction of the midline shift was one of the major parameters used to evaluate elastic fusion’s
accuracy. As a point of reference, to measure this shift we defined an axial slice through the
septum pellucidum directly above the foramen of Monro. While the median midline shift in the
postoperative CT (evaluated by LF) was 1.9 mm, it was corrected to a median of 0 mm by both
AEF and GEF. Due to the small number of patients included in the study, the result was not
statistically significant (Table 2).

Pneumencephalus correction
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The second task for elastic fusion algorithms was the correction of pneumencephalus in the fused
images. Neither AEF nor GEF corrected sufficiently for this problem, as shown for
measurements of frontal air thickness (Table 3) and air volumetry (Table 4). Therefore, the
elastic fusion algorithms used in the present study ultimately provided no significant reduction of
pneumencephalus.

Electrode contact position

D

Both AEF and GEF achieved an effective reduction of the electrode – cortex distance, as shown
in Figure 2. This result was achieved in all tested areas: frontal, temporal and parietal regions.
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The reduction of distance compared to the linear fusion was statistically significant (Wilcoxon;
p<.001; Table 5).

Relative virtual electrode contact position correction

EP

Elastic image fusion led to relevant virtual shifts of the electrode contact positions by median
distances of 2.9 mm (AEF) and 2.8 mm (GEF), respectively (Table 5). Differences between the
two fusion algorithms tested in this study were not statistically significant. However, statistically
significant regional differences were found for the frontal versus temporal cortices (p=.031) and
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the frontal versus parietal cortices (p<.001).

DISCUSSION

Invasive recording workup for patients suffering from pharmacoresistant epilepsy is often a
stressful and demanding procedure for both the patient and the attending physician. Though the
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procedure can be considered safe, effective and a gold-standard, implantation of electrodes into
the skull and brain exclusively for diagnostic purposes is an option that only patients desperate
for treatment of their seizures will undergo. This makes it especially important that everything is
done to make the results optimally useful for treatment planning. Accurate projection of the
implanted electrode contacts on the brain surface is a crucial step, especially when it involves
resection planning in or close to eloquent cortex. With grid implantation through craniotomy, the
brain surface can be photographed and images can be superimposed onto a cortical MRI
reconstruction.15-20 Combinations of photography and 2-D radiography have been described,10 as
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have linear superpositions using a 3-D visualization system.9 Contacts under the margins of the
craniotomy or placed through burr-holes cannot be documented photographically; these contacts
are also subject to brain shift, which can be corrected mathematically.7,20
Using the anatomical information of the CT scan and combining this with the high spatial and
contact soft-tissue resolution of MRI provides a potential new option to handle this situation.
Modern computers allowing highly complex calculations, together with newly developed elastic
fusion algorithms, can be used to compensate for brain shift effects in the future. The algorithms

D

tested and presented here performed the fusion in 5 to 10 minutes per case on a BrainLab iPlan
server (HP ProLiant DL360p Gen 8: 2xIntel Xeon E5-2667, 2.9 GHz, 32GB RAM, 4x300 GB

with preoperative MRI for contact superposition.

TE

HDD). One possible use is the fusion of postoperative CT after subdural electrode implantation

Display of electrode contacts on the brain surface

EP

Linear fusion of pre- and postoperative images often localizes the position of the electrode
contacts incorrectly, often inside the cortex or even subcortically (Figures 3A and 3C).
Automated elastic image fusion (AEF) led to a display of the contacts that was clearly distant
from where they were shown after linear fusion. The effect was stronger in the temporal than in
the frontal region, and also affected contacts implanted parietally. Some of the subgroups of
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contacts in different brain regions are very small and allow only limited interpretation.
After elastic fusion (both AEF and GEF) the contacts displayed were clearly closer to the brain
surface (Figures 3B and 3D). However, a clear superiority of the GEF over the AEF could not be
shown.

A

Plausibility of the results

Because there are usually few landmarks visible on both CT and MRI to evaluate the quality of
the elastic fusion, correction of major shift effects was used to validate the fusion results. The
interhemispheric midline should normally be located in the middle of the skull. However, shifts
to either side can occur after trepanation of the skull, loss of CSF, intracranial trapping of air,
brain swelling, or resection of space-occupying lesions or epileptogenic brain tissue. Both elastic
fusion algorithms completely compensated for the midline shift.
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Originally our purpose was to develop a simple automated fusion algorithm. Unfortunately, the
elastic fusion algorithms were not accurate enough to compensate for the shift caused by
pneumencephalus. The finding that this algorithm did not sufficiently deal with additional
volumes or non-existing volumes in either of the fused images led to the idea of creating an
additional guided algorithm. The GEF has the advantage that it utilizes corresponding points or
structures in both image sets to support the automated structure detection. Furthermore, a
function was added to define a volume in one of the image sets that might undergo major change

removed, a hematoma evacuated, or intracranial air inoculated.

D

or might not be present in the other image set. Potential examples therefore might be a tumor
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Validation of elastic image fusion results is very difficult in cases where there is no way to
document the electrode contact positions visually. A photographic documentation of the
electrode contact positions would have been preferable -- as shown by Tao et al,17 LaViolette et
al,18 and Pieters et al,19 in cases where a grid was implanted through a craniotomy. Dykstra et
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al,20 faced the same problem as we do with localizing electrode contacts that are implanted
through burr-holes. Not being able to compare with intraoperative photographs, they simply shift
the electrode contacts to the level of the pia.

CONCLUSION

C
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We demonstrated that elastic fusion can produce more plausible results than the linear fusion, but
the available algorithms must be developed further to deal with complex situations, such as
fusing pre- and postoperative images.

The technique is fast, fully automated, and offers high flexibility. The scope of possible
applications of the presented software is not limited to epilepsy surgery. Another possible field

A

of application would be fusion of pre- and postoperative images after tumor resection to better
identify the position of tumor remnants in the preoperative MRI.

Further software development
We thank BrainLab, Germany for kindly providing the two elastic fusion algorithms used in this
study. The software applied in the present study was constantly refined. The results presented
here do not necessarily represent the abilities of the most recent software version, as experiences
and results driven from our work directly influenced the further development of the software.
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FIGURE LEGEND
Figure 1: Three-dimensional deformation map of elastic image fusion between an MRI and
a CT.
Green color shows areas of minor deformation whereas red color indicates those with strong
deformation. A) Axial section at the level of the temporal lobes. The artifact of subdurally

D

implanted electrode contacts is shown (b). B) Axial section at the level of the frontal lobes. A
relevant right frontal pneumecephalus and its effect on the brain tissue are shown (a).

TE

Figure 2: Distance between electrode contact center and cortex surface

The figure shows a highly effective reduction of the distance between the electrode contact
centers and the cortical surface, from a median of 2.3 mm to 0 mm after AEF and GEF in the
frontal region. Reductions were also measured in the temporal and parietal regions. All

EP

reductions are significant (GEF in temporal region: p = .03; all others: p < .001). Thick lines
indicate medians, boxes indicate the interquartile range, and whiskers indicate the ±1.58x
interquartile range. Outliers are shown as open circles.

Figure 3: Projection of electrode contacts on the brain surface after linear and elastic

C
C

image fusion

The figure shows the temporal electrode contacts of two illustrative cases after linear (A and C)
and after elastic fusion (B and D). After linear fusion some of the contacts are virtually buried in
the tissue. Elastic fusion provides a more plausible projection of the contacts onto the brain

A

surface.
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Table 1: Electrode contacts implanted
Laterality
left
right

2

left

3

left

C
C

left

EP

right

4

A

right

5

Number of Contacts
6
6
6
6
6
4
6
6
6
4
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
8
8
8
6
6
6
6
6
8
8
8
4
6
6
6
4
6
6
6
274

TE

right

Region
temporo-polar
posterior temporal
temporo-polar
anterior temporal
posterior temporal
temporo-polar
anterior temporal
medial temporal
posterior temporal
temporo-polar
anterior temporal
medial temporal
posterior temporal
temporo-polar
anterior temporal
medial temporal
posterior temporal
temporo-polar
anterior temporal
medial temporal
posterior temporal
temporo-polar
anterior temporal
medial temporal
posterior temporal
inferior frontal
superior frontal
fronto-parietal
parietal
temporo-polar
anterior temporal
medial temporal
posterior temporal
inferior frontal
superior frontal
fronto-parietal
parietal
temporo-polar
anterior temporal
medial temporal
posterior temporal
temporo-polar
anterior temporal
medial temporal
posterior temporal

D

Patient
1

left

right

Total number of contacts implanted

Legend: The table shows the positions and numbers of contacts per electrode implanted in each patient.
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Table 2: Midline shift correction
No correction

AEF

GEF

Median (mm)

1.90

0

0

IQR

0.75

0.4

0

.14 (RF/AEF)

.07 (RF/GEF)

P
P

.39 (AEF/GEF)

D

Legend: The table shows the midline shift measured at the septum pellucidum after AEF and GEF and

A

C
C

EP

TE

the results compared with the non-corrected CT.
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Table 3: Reduction of frontal pneumencephalus measured as cortex-bone distance
No correction

AEF

Median

9.8

9.2

IQR

5.2

4.88

p

.68

A

C
C

EP

TE

The AEF did not lead to a sufficient correction of the brain shift effect.

D

Legend: The table shows the maximum thickness of frontal intracranial air measured in an axial slice.
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Table 4: Volumetric reduction of frontal pneumencephalus

No correction

Elastic fusion

Median (mm)

19.49

19.1

IQR

20.7

17.18

p

.86

D

Caption: As a measurement of the pneumencephalus’ thickness, the volumetric

A

C
C

EP

TE

measurement does not show a satisfying correction of the brain shift effect.
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Table 5: Relative correction of electrode contact position by elastic fusion
Region:

All

Frontal

Temporal

Parietal

AEF

GEF

AEF

GEF

AEF

GEF

AEF

GEF

Median

2.9

2.8

2.45

2.45

2.8

2.6

4.3

4.5

IQR

2.53

2.5

2.1

1.88

2.53

2.45

1.8

2.45

p

.55

.99

.42

D

.031

.96

TE

<.001

<.001

EP

Legend: Elastic fusion led to localization of the electrode contacts relative to their original position in
the postoperative CT. AEF and GEF achieved nearly identical shifts in all regions. The shift was

A

C
C

significantly higher in the temporal than in the frontal region and was greatest in the parietal region.
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